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MOUNTAIN RANCH HORSE 
OREGON HORSE CENTER- DEFINITIONS 

What make exceptional ranch horse? A successful ranch horse is versatile and can adapt to any 

situation quickly while remaining calm and quiet. In addition, an exceptional ranch horse can 

adapt to high stressful situations with good manners. A ranch horse should be aware of what is 

under his feet at all time. The ranch horse shall keep his feet under him at all times. They 

should be able to stop and turn on the haunches at any time without hesitation.  

Gaits of an exceptional ranch horse: At all gaits the equine should be alert and aware of its 

surroundings while remaining calm and quite. At all gaits the head is to be carried at an angle 

that is natural and suitable for the horse’s conformation and breeding.  (Please note- each 

breed will have its own natural gaits, the judges, will judge the movements of each equine 

accordingly.) 

Walk- a natural forward movement, four-beat gait. The strides should be reasonable to the 

equine size and breed.  

Extended Walk- A length in stride to the natural walk. A slight increase in pace to the equines 

natural walk, staying true to the breeds natural gait.  

Jog - A smooth, forward motion two-beat diagonal gait. A well-executed jog should be square, 

balanced and in a straight forward motion the equine.  

Extended Jog - A length in stride to the Jog. The extended Jog should increase in pace with the 

same smooth forward motion as the Jog. 

Lope- a natural, easy three-beat gait. The horse should move with natural stride and appear 

relaxed and smooth. The speed should appear natural way of going with ease.  

Extended Lope- a strong, deep stride with the rear legs, and a flat swing of the front legs. The 

equine should appear confident, self-carriage, yet soft.  

Back-Up- The equine should move backwards with a balanced, smooth motion without 

hesitation or resistance. Light contact with no gapping of the mouth.   

Haunch Turns- This is a turn on the hind foot with the hind non-pivot foot crossing in front of 

the pivot foot in a turn. The haunch turn should be forward motion and performed with energy 

and impulse.  
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Rollbacks- This turn, much like the haunch turn is a 180 degree turn on the hind-end. The 

equine will turn its shoulders to the opposite direction over the hocks. When moving out of the 

rollback a horse is expected to move out at the lope with energy and continuous motion. 

Flying Lead Changes- A change of leads without breaking the lope.  

Simple Lead Change- A change of leads with breaking to the walk or jog for one to three 

strides.  

Stops- The horse should use the hind-quarters to come to a standstill. A proper stop should be 

well balanced with the rear of the horse engaged and ready to perform the next maneuver. The 

horse shall not anticipate next maneuver. A rider shall be deducted for stopping on the front or 

performing a sliding stop. 

Horsemanship: A focus on the rider’s manner, skill and ability to ride. A skillful rider will 

enhance the horse’s ability to perform, producing a strong horse and rider relationship.   

Common obstacles: 

Gate: Opening and closing gates is an extremely common obstacle among trail events. A 

rancher has to open and close gates while keeping in mind livestock is on one side of the gate. 

To safely open and close the gate and keep livestock from getting out can be tricky. When 

opening the gate, it will be expected for you to push the gate open, thus, preventing livestock 

from getting out. The rider shall keep the gate in their hands at all times.  

Ground Tying: Dismounting the equine, dropping the reins on the ground and asking the horse 

to stand. The rider will walk away from the horse. A rider may be asked to walk into an 

outhouse, close a gate, or walk around the horse. The horse is expected to stand still and quite 

at this time.  

Maneuvering through obstacles:  Often we will ask a rider to walk through an obstacle without 

any given direction. The judges are looking for the rider to analyze and prepare to maneuver 

through the obstacle safely. For example: obstacle- walk through uneven logs; the judges will 

be looking for the rider to take the safest route possible. Remember, the safest is not always 

the easiest route. The judges will also be judging the horse and rider’s awareness of the 

obstacle(s). In tough terrain (e.g.: wet, slippery, rock patches, steep hills and tight switchbacks) 

the judges will be looking for the horse and rider to move slow, calm and forward, thoughtful 

steps.   

Cattle: When moving and sorting cattle it is important to remember that cattle is a source of 

income for ranchers. A rancher doesn’t want his cattle tough, full of muscle, or skinny they 

become less valuable. Therefore, when moving or sorting cattle it is important to not stress or 
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run the cattle. When handling cattle, the rider must be cautious and move them quietly. Each 

horse and rider will be judge on control, correctness, position, degree of difficulty, cow sense, 

and amount of work done.  

 

MOUNTAIN RANCH TRAIL 
OREGON HORSE CENTER  

A horse will be ridden through a pattern of mountain trail obstacles. The obstacles shall be an approximate replica 

of what one will find in the mountains. The horse will be judged on its promptness and willingness to negotiate 

each obstacle with the correct manner and attitude. In addition, the rider will be judged on position 

(horsemanship). A small degree of the score will be reflected on cleanliness and neatness of the horse and rider.  

Each exhibitor will be given a drawn out map of the course. A walk-through will be held at the beginning of the 

class, where the judge(s) will lead the walk-through. At this time an exhibitor may ask questions regarding the 

path and obstacles drawn out on the course. No questions can be asked about how a horse is to approach or 

navigate an obstacle.  

Scoring: Oregon Horse Center’s scoring system is designed to be positive, encouraging and straight forward to 

the exhibitors. The Oregon Horse Center discourages the score of zero (Ø). A zero will only be applied when an 

obstacle is not attempted resulting with a zero for only that obstacle. All obstacles attempted should receive at 

least a 1. All judging scale shall be from 1-10 on all obstacles.  

 Example of our scoring scale: 1-4 Major faults, 5-7 Average quality, 8-10 High quality.  

When scoring an obstacle, the judges will score an entrance, middle and exit. With the most of credit going to the 

middle (core) of the obstacle. You will be judged on your horse’s approach to an obstacle, how accurately and 

willingly your horse maneuvers through the obstacle and departures from each obstacle.  

Credits for a high score: A well-mannered, quiet and responsive horse that executes the entire obstacle. The rider 

maintains great horsemanship throughout the pattern.  

Disqualification: Abuse to the animal inside or outside the competition arena and/or evidence that an act of abuse 

has occurred will result in disqualification. This includes lameness and/or fresh blood in mouth, chin, shoulder, 

barrel, flank or hip; disrespect or misconduct by exhibitor. 

Tack: Compete with the tack you would use on the ranch. Make sure it is safe and proper. Bits: You will not be 

disqualified for using 2 hands on a shank bit, however, there may be a deduction in maneuver score. Riding with 

two hands is permitted if you are using a snaffle, regardless of the age of the horse.  
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MOUNTAIN RANCH COW WORK 
OREGON HORSE CENTER  

This class will measure the horse and rider’s ability to push and pen a cow from a herd, and maneuver it through 

the obstacles, into a pen. 

Mountain Ranch Cow Work is a one (1) man horse and rider team, penning a cow from a herd of seven (7) to ten 

(10). Oregon Horse Center reserves the right to add one (1) cow. The rider will be given a cow and expected to 

push the cow away from the herd into a separate pen. In the arena, will be obstacles that the horse and rider must 

push the cow around. The time starts when the rider crosses the start line. Each rider will have ninety (90) seconds 

to get their cow and push through or around the obstacle arena and drive the cow into the designated pen. In 

addition, to the time each rider will be judged on control, correctness, position, degree of difficulty, cow sense, 

and amount of work done.  

 Optional obstacles:  Trees, trial logs, hills, pond(s), rocks, sagebrush and bridges 

Scoring: Oregon Horse Center’s scoring system is designed to be positive, encouraging and straight forward to 

the exhibitors. The Oregon Horse Center discourages the score of zero (Ø). A zero will only be applied when a 

maneuver is not attempted resulting with a zero for only that maneuver. All maneuver attempted should receive 

at least a 1. All judging scale shall be from 1-10 on all maneuvers.  

Example of our scoring scale: 1-4 Major faults (low quality), 5-7 Average quality, 8-10 High quality. 

25% (1/4) of the score will reflect the cow penning being completed and use of time within the 90 

seconds. The addition 75% (3/4) will reflect the maneuver scores.  

A rider may get a new cow if the judge declares the cow “bad”. A bad cow  

Tack: Compete with the tack you would use on the ranch. Make sure it is safe and proper. Bits: You will not be 

disqualified for using 2 hands on a shank bit, however, there may be a deduction in maneuver score. Riding with 

two hands is permitted if you are using a snaffle, regardless of the age of the horse.  
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MOUNTAIN RANCH PLEASURE 
OREGON HORSE CENTER  

This class measures the horse and rider’s ability to convey maneuvers and tasks while maintaining cadence at all 

gaits, with little effort, balance, and flowing motion. In addition, the rider will be judged on position 

(horsemanship). A small degree of the score will be reflected on cleanliness and neatness of the horse and rider.  

This class will have a pattern that will require the horse to be shown at the walk, jog, and lope. The pattern will 

also include obstacles that the horse shall maneuver around or through.  

 Required gaits: Walk, Jog, Lope, Stop, Back, and Reverse 

 Optional gaits: Extended walk, extended jog, extended lope, and side pass 

 Required obstacles: Trial logs 

 Optional obstacles: Hills, pond, rocks, sagebrush and gates 

Scoring: Oregon Horse Center’s scoring system is designed to be positive, encouraging and straight forward to 

the exhibitors. The Oregon Horse Center discourages the score of zero (Ø). A zero will only be applied when a 

maneuver is not attempted resulting in a zero for only that maneuver. All maneuver’s attempted should receive at 

least a 1. The judging scale will be from 1-10 on all maneuvers. Scores will reflect both the horse and rider’s 

performance.  

Example of our scoring scale: 1-4 Major faults (low quality), 5-7 Average quality, 8-10 High quality. 

 Faults that that may result in a low quality score: Very poor quality of gait (such as excessive speed or 

slowness), break of gait, wrong lead, wrong gait, lack of control, and/or stumbling.  

 Average quality score: Correct movement of gaits and transitions with minor or no faults. Correct 

transitions through/around obstacles.  

 High quality score: High quality maneuver that is performing correct in gaits, transitions, and 

through/around obstacles. The horse is well mannered and responsive to rider. The rider demonstrations excellent 

horsemanship.  

Tack: Compete with the tack you would use on the ranch. Make sure it is safe and proper. Bits: You will not be 

disqualified for using 2 hands on a shank bit, however, there may be a deduction in maneuver score. Riding with 

two hands is permitted if you are using a snaffle, regardless of the age of the horse.  
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MOUNTAIN RANCH HORSEMANSHIP 
OREGON HORSE CENTER  

This class measures the ability of a ranch horse to perform the many basic handling maneuvers. The Oregon 

Horse Center has created patterns that are broken down into maneuvers to be scored at a maximum of 10 points 

for each maneuver. In addition, to the maneuvers, each horse will be expected to complete these maneuvers 

while navigating obstacles. Each rider will be scored on his/her horsemanship while completing the pattern. The 

patterns will resemble a simple reining pattern.  

Maneuvers: Stop on hindquarter (Not Sliding Stops), spins, rollbacks, circles, backups, hesitation, lead changes, 

run downs and run arounds (perimeters).  

Obstacles: boxes, poles, railing, gate, sagebrush and rocks may be used as obstacles for any of the patterns.  

Scoring: Oregon Horse Center’s scoring system is designed to be positive, encouraging and straight forward to 

the exhibitors. The Oregon Horse Center discourages the score of zero (Ø). A zero will only be applied when a 

maneuver is not attempted resulting with a zero for only that maneuver. All maneuver’s attempted should receive 

at least a 1. All judging scale will be from 1-10 on all maneuvers. Scores will reflect both the horse and rider’s 

performance.  

Example of our scoring scale: 1-4 Major faults (low quality), 5-7 Average quality, 8-10 High quality. 

 Credits for a high quality score: Overall smoothness of maneuver, degree of difficulty exhibited, horse’s 

willingness to guide throughout the pattern without resistance, exhibiting finesse, quickness, controlled speed 

while completing a correct maneuver. The riders body appear relaxed, straight, smooth and comfortable. The 

rider’s body position is square in the saddle with heals secured down, and under the rider’s hips. The legs are 

directly under the body, the knees in contact with the saddle, and calf’s in contact with the horse. The rider’s arms 

are held in a straight line with the body. If riding with only one hand, the free hand is held in a relaxed manner and 

straight with the body.  

 Deductions that may result in a low quality score:  5 Point deductions: Deliberate disobedience by the 

horse (kicking, bucking or rearing), spurring in front of cinch or use of hand to install fear. 2 Point deductions: 

Break of gait, freeze up* in spins or rollbacks, not completely pass a specified marker before initiating a stop, 

over/under spinning of more than one-fourth turn, jogging more than two (2) strides to start circles or exit 

rollbacks. 1 Point deductions: Each time the horse is on the incorrect lead. Penalties are cumulative for each one-

fourth (1/4) circle the horse is on the incorrect lead. One-half (1/2) Point deductions: Jogging less than two (2) 

strides into the circles or exiting the rollback, one (1) stride delayed lead change.  

Tack: Compete with the tack you would use on the ranch. Make sure it is safe and proper. Bits: You will not be 

disqualified for using 2 hands on a shank bit, however, there may be a deduction in a maneuver score. Riding with 

two hands is permitted if you are using a snaffle, regardless of the age of the horse.  

 

*Freeze Up: At any time, the lateral movement of the horse’s shoulders is completely stopped and has 
to be restarted to complete the maneuver.  
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